JENGA
Source: wikihow

Before You Play

**Set up the tower.** First, shake the Jenga blocks out onto a flat surface. Then, stack the blocks in sets of three. Each new layer of three parallel blocks should be rotated 90° along the horizontal axis from the last layer.

**Straighten out the tower.** Before you play, make sure that the structure is sturdy.

Playing the Game

*Remember: you can only touch the tower with one hand a time.*

1. **Pick a person** to pull the **first block.**
2. **Carefully remove** a block.
3. **SAY an answer** to the question on the **prompt card (by colour or number).** AND WRITE DOWN your answer as well – **no repeats!**
   
   Note: You CANNOT REPEAT AN ANSWER and your group CAN CHALLENGE YOU on this if you say the same thing over and over. If you persist – you will not play.

4. **After answering place each pulled block atop the tower** to continue the pattern of layering-by-threes.

**Play until the tower falls.** The "loser" of the game is the person who makes the tower topple. Rebuild the tower to play again!